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Waa Coral
Close to the Waa-Wreck this dive site is suitable for all levels of experience. 
The depth on this dive site lies between 8 and 25 m. 
Waa Coral is suitable for drift dives. A drift dive means, 
going with the current, the boat will follow the divers, 
so you do not need to come back to the anchor line. 
By doing this you can experience most variety on the reef. 
At Waa Coral you see huge potatoe groupers comming for 
a cleaning service to the cleaner-stations at the reef. 
Turtles float around and giant reef rays as well.

Boat Journey:  50 minutes
Depth:   8 - 24 meters
Fishes to see:  Potato Cod, Moray Eel, Turtle, Stingray, Lobster,
  Sweetlips, Snappers and Parrotfish
   

Maweni
Starting at 6m, huge brain corals form 'walls' to 24m. 
Overhangs and pillars make a total contrast to a flatter reef. 
You will feel as though you are within a mountain range. 
Dolphins are often seen in this area.

Boat Journey:  45 minutes north
Depth:   8 - 28 meters
Fishes to see:  Porcupine fish, Moray Eel, Turtles,
  Leaf Fish, Glassfish and Scorpionfish

Alpha Funguo Wreck
A 48m fishing trawler, this is the first ever wreck to be purposefully 
created on the East African coast. Sunk 2002 by Diani Marine 
and Diving the Crab in conjunction with the local dive community, 
this wreck sits in 28m of water. It starts at 17m and has attracted 
many large fish. Prepare to see the usual fish but 3 times bigger!

Boat Journey:  20 minutes
Depth:   17 -27 meters
Fishes to see:  Big schools of Mackeral, Barracuda, Parrotfish, Lionfish, 
  Moray Eel, Crocodilefish, Lipfish, Octopus, Sweetlips and Snappers
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